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Minimum dimensions to access anywhere
nemo rover has a minimal dimensions 50X21X12cm (w/h/l) which 
allows internal inspections up to Z32 on a Z44 blade.

Easy remote control mode
nemo rover has an interface software built into a MS SURFACE 
tablet, that allows very easy control.

High quality images 
HD camera allows for high definition images, which you can 
review instantly on the tablet. 

Zoom in function to review images 
Check the type of failure with ZOOM IN function that allows you 
to easily zoom details with your fingers.

Set the correct amount of light you need
nemo integrates powerful remotely dimmable LEDS to select 
three different light levels. LED control function allows you to set 
the correct amount of light you need.

Automatic position identification on images
Once image has been taken, the software adds the Z position on 
picture.

Offset function 
When the operator needs to start inspection in a different 
location than the start of the blade, software allows to indicate an 
offset to the rover, to maintain the reference distance on the 
images.

Georeferenced images
nemo´s built-in GPS allows to save georeferenced information, to 
easily locate the inspection of the wind turbine within the global 
map.

Radiometric images
Optional payload with dual camera, that integrates a FLIR radio-
metric camera, that allows you to detect failures not visible.

Main characteristics 

Easy to operate.

Minimum dimensions

Review images instantly

ZOOM IN function

HD camera

Radiometric FLIR camera option

LED illumination with brightness regulation

OFFSET function

High capacity battery (1 day operation )

Extra grip belts

Office remote support (ANYDESK)
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Hardware

Software

Functions

INDUSTRIAL SERIES
Industrial grade machines 

Superior accuracy, resolution and speed

Screen size

Video transmission system

Battery GCS

Operative system

Main app

Camera system

Telemetry

Screen capture

Zoom screen

Personalization

Special apps development

Images identification

Georeferenced  images

Instant display of images

Ruggerized

nemo internal blade inspection
Three versions adapted to your needs

nemo lite nemo std nemo pro
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